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Science fiction or Main Street USA?
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Net Zero Homes defined
A net zero home is a high efficiency home.

Net zero homes have on site renewable power generation -
most commonly PV (photovoltaic) solar panels. 

Net zero homes utilize either net metering and/or battery 
storage systems.

Net zero homes are designed to produce as much energy 
as they consume on an annual basis. 



The path to Zero Energy home building
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We are on the tipping point of
Net Zero Home building







In 2020 California state will 
require all residential new construction 

to be Net Zero











Utility bills 
The Second Mortgage that people rarely consider when buying a home 



Code built home @ $300,000 
80% LTV - $240,000 loan

30 year loan @ 3.75%

Same house with high performance 
upgrades @ $312,000 80% LTV -
$249,600 loan
30 year loan @ 3.75%

Same house with high performance 
and solar upgrades @ $332,000
80% LTV - $265,600 loan
30 year loan @ 3.75%

Monthly payment = $1,111 Monthly payment = $1,156 Monthly payment = $1,230

Monthly utility bills = $82 Monthly utility bills = $58 Monthly utility bills = $-6

Total monthly payment = $1,193 Total monthly payment = $1,214 Total monthly payment = $1,224

Hypothetical Value Proposition
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Teamwork





High 
performance 
shell



Energy efficient heating and cooling



Heating load 21,479 BTU

Cooling load 13,875 BTU

Room by room 
heating and cooling load calculation 

Manual J

Very low loads in bed 3







High performance Lifebreath Fresh Air system

Heat recovery whole home ventilation fan plus whole home 
filter for healthy indoor air quality



How a HRV fresh air ventilation system works



Whole home air filter for healthy indoor air quality



Rheem high 
efficiency 

heat pump 
hot water 

system  
3.55+ COP



ENERGY STAR lighting 
and appliances



WaterSense plumbing fixtures save water and energy

Low toxicity building materials improve indoor air quality and 
health



Photovoltaic solar panels 
should produce enough 
energy to power home 
on an annual basis



This house is so energy efficient it only needs 
19 solar panels to produce all the electricity to be net zero



Anderson Consulting provided energy modeling, 
program certification testing, and building science 

consulting for project



Demonstration project will be monitored to test 

Comfort
transfer fan performance

IAQ
Energy use

Monitoring data will be shared by builder, Mitsubishi, Lifebreath, and 
home buyer











Spokane Fall Home Tour

Greenstone model home

Mitsubishi and Lifebreath provided high performance home training to Greenstone Homes sales team

Greenstone, Mitsubishi, and Lifebreath
are cooperating with marketing for project

Greenstone is learning how to build net zero 
and test the market

All three project partners are watching the monitoring
data to learn from this project

Hi visibility project selected to maximize value 
Net zero home will  be used as a training venue for other training 

events targeted at high performance builders and HVAC 
contractors in the Spokane and North Idaho market



HVAC Academy Awards 
Mini splits are faster to install = lower labor costs 



HVAC Academy Awards 
Low load homes and value engineered DHP systems have 

comparable costs to traditional systems 







Sales team training day before home tour opens



Spokane HBA 
Fall Home Tour



Approximately $12,000 to go from code built to Zero Energy Ready 

Costs would be lower if builder repeated 

Tracking incremental costs

Approximately  $20,000 for solar system 

Used made in Washington solar panels 

could have used other solar panels and reduced cost

These costs do not include monitoring expenses



Tracking lessons learned 

Collaboration is a winning strategy on high performance homes

Design support and training is essential for success

Need a monitoring drawing

Need a pre drywall site visit after all systems are roughed in

HVAC contractors need more training on cold climate DHP installation, 
Kumo Cloud, value engineering space conditioning distribution 
in low load homes, and HRV design 

Transfer fans and supplemental heat can be tricky

Be sure to place sensors in smart locations 

A few examples of things on the lessons learned list:



• Suppliers be more proactive

• Make rating software more accessible

• Find a way to add value

• Ask questions (a lot of them)

• Help builders sell and implement the idea of 
home efficiency

Builder Suggestions





8-12 MPG

Change is coming!



ZERO NET ENERGY
Using a source energy-based 

definition

Presented by: Gary Heikkinen, PE 
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Learning Objectives

• Learn about USDOE’s new definition for Zero Net Energy as measured on a 
source energy basis.

• Learn the difference between site and source energy.

• Learn about and understand the reasons for using marginal energy resources 
rather than average.

• Review study by Gas Technology Institute comparing all-electric and mixed-
fuel  homes.

• See how these ZNE homes compare on a source energy, first  cost and 
energy cost basis.



ZNE Definition
USDOE definition finalized 
September, 2015:

• “An energy-efficient building 
where, on a source energy
basis, the actual annual 
delivered energy is less than 
or equal to the on-site 
renewable exported energy.”
• Source Energy: Site energy 

plus the energy consumed in 
the extraction, processing and 
transport of primary fuels such 
as coal, oil and natural gas; 
energy losses in thermal 
combustion in power 
generation plants; and energy 
losses in transmission and 
distribution to the building site.



Source to Site Comparison

Natural gas 

from wellhead 

to burner tip

92% efficient

Converting 

fossil fuels 

into electricity 

and delivering 

to homes

32% efficient



Source Energy & Emissions Factors

• The study used the NW 
Power Pool Non-Baseload
(marginal) category 
replacing all non-baseload
coal generation with 
natural gas, resulting in the 
following resource mix: 
95.7% gas, 4% biogas, 
and 0.3% oil

• This resulted in a Source 
Energy Factor (SEF) of 
2.75 for electricity.

• The SEF for the direct use 
of NG used is 1.09.



Example Calculation

• Electricity use:

• 1000 kwh (site) x 2.75 = 2750 kwh (source)

• Natural Gas use:

• 300 therms (site) x 1.09 = 327 therms (source)

• Renewable energy (PV) exported:

• 1000 kwh (site) exported x 2.75 = 2750 kwh (source)



Marginal (Non-Baseload) Electricity 
Resource

Marginal generation may be a 
more appropriate increment.   

• Renewable generation in the 
U.S. is rarely considered a 
marginal power plant 
because it will always be 
dispatched when available.

• Fossil fuel plants are 
considered marginal power 
plants under the economic 
dispatch model, with natural 
gas or coal plants nearly 
always being the marginal 
plants.



GTI Study 

Objectives:

• Evaluate alternative new construction single-family 
measure packages from code to zero energy in Portland

• Present market-appropriate building packages for mixed-
fuel and all-electric designs. Compare:

• First costs + Operating costs

• Energy use

• CO2e emissions 

• Identify key energy and economic drivers, emphasizing 
societal and consumer benefits



GTI Study Details

• Four basic designs were developed from Oregon Code 
Compliant to zero energy. (Code, Good, Better, Best)

• Features selected based on regional practices with a bias 
towards minimizing the introduction of rare practices. 

• The Best Home design is paired with on-site solar PV to reach 
zero energy.

A single-family home representing a typical new 

home in Portland  was developed for use with all 

cases. 

• 2-story home on crawlspace with vented attic

• 2,178 sq ft - 3 bed – 2.5 bath

• Home’s exterior walls (e.g. front) feature 

same length, height, and glazing area to 

minimize orientation bias (modeled as north 

facing)



House Common Features



All-Electric & Mixed-Fuel Designs



Source Energy Use Results



Simple Payback Analysis



Final ZNE Comparisons



Summary

1. On a source energy basis, the Mixed-Fuel ZNE-
Ready home is comparable with an All-Electric ZNE-
Ready home.

2. Incremental first cost and annual energy cost of a 
Mixed-Fuel ZNE-Ready home is slightly less than 
an All Electric ZNE-Ready home.

3. After adding PV to achieve ZNE, the incremental first 
cost is slightly less for the Mixed-Fuel home.

4. A Mixed-Fuel ZNE home is achieved more cost 
effectively and at lower paybacks than an All-
Electric ZNE home.

5. Home builder has more equipment options to attain 
ZNE home.



THANK YOU
Gary Heikkinen, PE

gwh@nwnatural.com
503.997.9334


